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Covid-19 decal and stickers visible every aspects of life (29)
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: (EDITOR'S NOTE: COMPOSITE IMAGE) Photos show Covid-19 decal and stickers adhered on different surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor while a man walking past as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a wall while a man walking past as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor while people waiting as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a window of a restaurant while a man walking past as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a window while a man walking past as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a window of a restaurant while a man stands as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 banner while a woman walking past as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on counters while a woman stands as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 board while a woman walking past as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a tab as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a desk as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a desk as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a desk as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a fl as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a wall of a bathroom as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor of a lift as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a floor as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ANTALYA, TURKEY - JANUARY 12: A photo shows Covid-19 decal and stickers on a wall as they adhered on surface of places ranging from streets to schools, offices and airports to beaches to remind the importance of social distancing and hygiene rules to the citizens in Antalya, Turkey on January 12, 2021. Mustafa Ciftci / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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